RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Field Game Plate Div - II
1
MAGICAL WISH
Md19-20 - 29 ⁄

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 years old and over

1400 Mts.

met interference at the start and again passing the 450 meters. Md20-21 - 2011⁄20239 Jockey
reported that passing the 250 metres his mount felt wrong to him whereby he stopped riding and had sustained a superficial injury of left hind inner bulb.
1 20160

6

Md19-20 - 612⁄19713 was slow to start losing about a length or two. 81⁄201280 was permitted to be withdrawn on
Veterinary grounds, trotting lame on left fore due to puncture wound of hoof. 83⁄202134 fly jumped whereby Jockey lost his right iron stirrup which he
regained after travelling a few strides. and met interference at the start and again passing 200mts. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20347 met interference passing 800
mts.

SONG OF GLORY

Md19-20 - 2211⁄19436 threw its head up and jumped awkwardly inwards losing about 3 to 4 lengths. 612⁄19694 met
interference at the start.
tried to duck under the gates when the start was affected losing 4 lengths in the process. 132⁄201832 Jockey reported
that his mount was hanging out for major part despite efforts.

BADEN BADEN

231⁄201574

PLATINI
Md19-20 - 21⁄201187 slow to start losing about 2 lengths. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20380 was permitted to be withdrawn on
Veterinary grounds (Facial swelling &Urticaria). 11⁄216712 stumbled immediately after the start losing about two lengths in the process.
SPRIT OF ZION

Md20-21 - 211⁄21939 had to be checked, dropped back and approaching the 1100 metres.

BEAUTY OF THE TURF
Md19-20 - 291⁄201605 met interference at the start and again passing the 450 meters. 73⁄202045 Jockey was cautioned
for negotiating the final bend wide when there was an opening available closer to the inner railings. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20346 received check passing the
800 metres.
AMICUS CURIAE

Md18-19 - 173⁄192097 broke a blood vessel. Md20-21 - 11⁄216211 took an awkward jump as the start was affected.

WONDERFUL ERA
Md19-20 - 2512⁄191016 bumped negotiating the bend. 151⁄201386 met interference passing the 300 metres. Md20-21
- 112⁄211243 received check soon after the start.
Md19-20 - 2612⁄191049 did not raise a proper gallop and lost 4 lengths. Md20-21 - 2011⁄20243 slow to start losing about
3 to 4 lengths.
jumped awkwardly outwards and was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths. 131⁄21775 was slow to start losing about a length
& met interference passing the 300 metres.

BEFORETHEDAWN

1412⁄20373

Oty19 - 245⁄19782 received check negotiating the 800 metres ATC bend. 136⁄191220 was permitted to be withdrawn
on veterinary grounds, sustained injury on the left knee during saddling. Md19-20 - 2811⁄19545 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.
nd Race The Field Game Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 years old and over
1400 Mts.

ASIAN EMPRESS

2
BRANKA

Md20-21 - 211⁄21955 jumped awkwardly as the start was affected losing about 2 lengths and Jockey was fined for
losing his position and dropping back from 900 metres to 600 metres for no apparent reason.

CHAITANYA

Md20-21 - 2011⁄20224 met interference soon after the start. 281⁄211057 met interference as the start was affected.

AGNES

Md19-20 - 83⁄20(212) was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths.

Md19-20 - 11⁄201092 met interference negotiating the final bend. 73⁄202042 lugged in passing the 800 metres. Md20-21
- 611⁄2052 suffered superficial injury of Left Hind Coronet.

DOMINANT

ARITHMETICA
Md19-20 - 72⁄2017110 met interference at about the 400 meters. 232⁄201989 Apprentice Jockey reported that his mount
threw its head up as the start was affected losing about 3 lengths. Md20-21 - 1412⁄203410 met interference passing 800 mts. 42⁄211089 met interference
soon after the start.
Oty19 - 175⁄19730 was permitted to be withdrawn due to jockey Ashhad Asbar being indisposed and no suitable
replacement jockey being available. 315⁄191035 was inclined to hang-in in the straight. Md19-20 - 2610⁄19198 was observed to be hanging out while
negotiating the 600 metres bend, the jockey in trying to control his mount, the bit slipped out whereby jockey lost control of his mount and could not ride
out. 2612⁄1910512 was observed to be hanging out negotiating the final bend and drfited wide out onto the outer railings despite Jockey’s efforts.
132⁄2018210 was slow to start losing about 4 lengths.

ERTUGRUL

FORT ST.GEORGE

Md19-20 - 81⁄201266 jumped awkwardly inwards. 232⁄201976 returned lame on right fore after the race.

SWISS AGATTA

Md20-21 - 42⁄211136 was slow into stride and ran detached throughout the race.

Md19-20 - 1912⁄19882 was inclined to hang out in the Straight despite Jockey’s efforts. 291⁄201604 met interference at
the start.
jumped awkwardly inwards. Md20-21 - 2011⁄20237 met interference negotiating the bend. 1512⁄20459 burst its blood vessels (EIPH).
rd Race The Belvedere Plate
Cl-3y, Maiden
1200 Mts.

AMATERASU

142⁄201886

3
BEAUTEOUS MAXIMUS

Md20-21 - 1712⁄20477 jumped awkwardly outwards and jumped awkwardly inwards, losing about 2 lengths. 281⁄211033
was slow to start losing about a length.

GOLD SPECK

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20567 was slow into stride and trailed the field thereafter.

Md20-21 - 42⁄211118 was slow into stride,had to be pushed in the initial stages of the race.
th Race The Blaze The Track Plate Div - I
Cl-III, 40-65, 5 years old and over
1200 Mts.

KNOTT SO KNOTTY

4
TEXAS ROSE

Md19-20 - 142⁄201929 Jockey reported that his mount tired and stopped responding passing the 150 metres. Md20-21
was slow to start losing about 2 lengths. 42⁄211097 The blinds were taken out late by the handler causing the horse to jump out slow and losing
about 5 lengths.
131⁄21806

VINTAGE BRUT
Oty19 - 146⁄19(130) jumped awkwardly outwards. Md19-20 - 21⁄201190 was permitted to be withdrawn as Trainer
declared a jockey who does not hold a license under the Madras Race Club Rules of Racing. 151⁄201382 Jockey fined for shifting in under use of the
whip in the final stages of the race.
WONDER BLAZE

Md20-21 - 611⁄2087 was slow to start losing about 3 to 4 lengths. 131⁄218011 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

CROWN OF STARS

Md19-20 - 73⁄202067 stumbled at the start. Md20-21 - 1512⁄20424 met interference passing 300 metres.

ROYAL RULES

Md20-21 - 1512⁄20463 Lost about 5 lengths at the start. 131⁄21825 received check as the start was affected.

ROSEBROOK
Md19-20 - 73⁄202062 jumped awkwardly inwards. Md20-21 - 102⁄2112110 reared up as the start was affected and
jumped awkwardly losing about 4 lengths.
GLORIOUS CHAMP
Md19-20 - 1810⁄1935 sustained a superficial injury on left hock during the race. 2811⁄19573 An enquiry has been opened
into the running and riding. 2612⁄191073 Jockey reported the loss of whip at about the 200 metres and suffered from EIPH(Bleeder)in the paddock after
the race. 81⁄20(126) met interference at the start. Md20-21 - 102⁄2112010 was observed to drop back passing the 200 metres.
Md19-20 - 2512⁄19974 Jockey was severely cautioned for maintaining an erratic course in the straight. 151⁄2013910
jumped awkwardly inwards. Md20-21 - 611⁄20711 was observed to be hanging out while negotiating the bend despite Jockey’s efforts.

BOOMS LANG

Md19-20 - 142⁄201918 received check entering the straight. Md20-21 - 611⁄2077 superficial injury on Right Hand
Cannon..
met interference passing the 700 metres.
th Race The M.J.Iqbal Memorial Cup
Cl-IV,, 20-45
1400 Mts.

QUEENS HALL

5
NAOMI

211⁄21967

Md19-20 - 132⁄201803 met interference at the start and returned lame on right fore due to sore shin. Md20-21 - 281⁄211005

jumped awkwardly inwards.

AWESOME GIFT

Md19-20 - 21⁄201162 jumped awkwardly outwards.

STAR CHIEFTAIN

Md20-21 - 281⁄2110614 was observed to drop back passing the 900 metres and trailed the field thereafter.

Md19-20 - 1411⁄19347 met interference at the start and ran green and detached from the field, further drifted wide out
passing the 250 metres onto outer railings; was found to have caps-First upper premolar. 132⁄201800 swerved out as the start was affected and about
900 metres collided with the outer rail dislodging the rider. Md20-21 - 102⁄2111710 Slowly off losing about 2 lengths.

TALAN

GOLDEN STREAK

Md20-21 - 611⁄2039 was observed to run green for major part of the race. 2011⁄20186 met interference and lost about

3 lengths in the process.

ICY RIVER

Md20-21 - 281⁄2110610 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths. 102⁄211174 slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths.

Md19-20 - 21⁄201160 was permitted to be withdrawn as Trainer declared a jockey who does not hold a license under
the Madras Race Club Rules of Racing.

INDIAN TEMPLE

Md19-20 - 132⁄201805 jumped awkwardly outwards. 83⁄202114 received check passing 350 metres and met interference
received check passing 150 metres. Md20-21 - 611⁄2046 was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths. 2011⁄20175 was slow to start and did not raise a
fluent gallop thereafter losing about 10 lengths in the process.

MOMENT OF LIFE

Md19-20 - 11⁄201117 walked out of the gates and was observed to trail the field.
th Race The V.S.Dhanasekar Memorial Trophy
Cl-I., 80 and above

PROPAHLADY

6
BERNARDINI

1600 Mts.

Md20-21 - 42⁄211126 met interference and lost about 2 lengths.

D19-20 - 2410⁄19(58) raced keen and shifted out to avoid clipping the front runner passing 900 metres. Md20-21 42⁄2111210 met interference and lost about 2 lengths.

HOPE AND GLORY

TUDOR TREASURE

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20(58) was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths.

Md19-20 - 221⁄2014910 received check and stumbled and dropped back by 2 to 3 lengths. and was found to have
EIPH(Grade 4). Md20-21 received check passing the 800 metres and dropped back by 2 to 3 lengths.
th Race The Blaze The Track Plate Div - II
Cl-III, 40-65, 5 years old and over
1200 Mts.

ROYAL CURRENCY

7
BUTTERFLY

141⁄219010

Md20-21 - 1412⁄20345 Jockey was cautioned for not making sufficient efforts to prevent his mount from shifting in
sharply soon after the start. 131⁄21822 jumped awkwardly inwards.

Md19-20 - 221⁄201502 met interference passing the 200 metres. Md20-21 - 42⁄211082 sustained superficial injury on
right fore inner bulb and lost its right fore shoe during the race.

DESERT HAWK

Oty19 - 315⁄191038 stumbled at the 800 metres passage, thereafter jockey reported that after the stumble at 800 meters
he felt his mount was not right and hence he did not persevere with his mount. 76⁄191194 met interference at about 600 metres. Md20-21 - 211⁄21969
received a bad check and stumbled passing the 700 metres. 102⁄211207 met interference at the start.

VICTORIA’S SECRET

MAGNIFICENT STAR

Md19-20 - 83⁄20(213) jumped awkwardly outwards. Md20-21 - 102⁄211205 was observed to drift out in the straight

despite jockey’s efforts.
Md19-20 - 231⁄201557 received a check and dropped back about 3 to 4 lengths. Md20-21 - 281⁄211016 jumped
awkwardly inwards & Jockey was severely cautioned for feeble handling of his mount in the final 150 metres of the race despite on a beaten horse.

OLYMPICDUEL

Md20-21 - 131⁄218211 Saddle slipped to the left during the race. 211⁄219611 had to be checked approaching the 800
metres. 102⁄211206 jumped awkwardly inwards.

PINEWOOD

RUSH MORE
Md19-20 - 141⁄201345 met interference passing the 300 metres. 83⁄202138 was observed to be hanging out in the
straight. and returned lame on right fore after the race.
PAPPA RICH
Md20-21 - 2011⁄20197 Jockey was cautioned to make better efforts in positioning his mount in the early stages of the
race in future and met interference passing the 250 metres. 11⁄21626 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in for major part of the race.
STAR PROOF

Md20-21 - 1412⁄20344 Jockey was fined for shifitng in passing the 800 metres.

HENRIETTA
Md20-21 - 1512⁄20439 Jockey reported that he felt something wrong with his mount passing the 200 metres filly had
sustained a superficial injury on left hind fetlock. 102⁄211204 jumped awkwardly outward.
Md19-20 - 132⁄201820 was permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds, swelling on left fore fetlock. Md20-21 Reared up when the start was in effect, lost about 7-8 lengths at the start. 131⁄21823 leaned back in its starting stall before jumping out
immediately as the start was affected,unbalancing the rider and losing about 2 to 3 lengths in the process.

SHADOW OF LOVE
1512⁄204611

